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Abstract 
The problem we mainly deal with is the existence of a coding between two trace monoids. 
We introduce a new notion of coding: the strong coding (independent letters are mapped into 
independent traces). We prove that the existence of a strong coding between two trace monoids 
is decidable when the first monoid belongs to one of two large families of trace monoids that 
we specify. Our decision conditions are based on graph-theoretical properties of the dependence 
relations. A related question of Ochmariski (1988) is completely solved for strong codings. 
1. Introduction 
The theory of traces has encountered continuous interest since the works of Cartier 
and Foata [8] and Mazurkiewicz [26]. Cartier and Foata initiated the theory of trace 
monoids, motivated by combinatorial problems of rearrangements of words. Mazurkie- 
wicz introduced traces to modelize the behaviour of concurrent processes. 
The theory of traces has now become a basic topic intensively studied in theoretical 
computer science. Let us mention the overviews [9,27,2,29] and the recent monograph 
[14]; a “Book of Traces” has appeared [16]. 
In this paper we study some decision problems on coding in relation with trace 
monoids. When working with traces, “coding” is understood as an injective morphism 
between two trace monoids. This definition generalizes in a natural way codings be- 
tween free monoids, or the equivalent notion of variable-length code (see [5]). 
Some decidability questions arise [28, 131, suggested by the theory of codes: for 
two given trace monoids, (1) is there an algorithm to test whether a given morphism 
between them is a coding?, (2) is the existence of a coding between them decidable? 
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Whereas these questions are easily solved in the free case [32,5] with efficient 
algorithms for Problem 1 [3 1,3,7], they have received only partial answers in the 
general situation of trace monoids. 
Chrobak and Rytter solved Problem 1: it is undecidable whether a given morphism 
is a coding (see also [22]). They studied the particular case in which the first monoid is 
free. The structure of the commutation graph of the second monoid heavily intervenes in 
the proof of their result. However, for particular commutation graphs, called transitive 
forests, the problem becomes decidable [lo] (see also [l]). 
On the other hand, Ochmai’rski observed that both problems can be solved, if the 
monoids are free commutative (see [28] and [lo]). 
We here focus on the second problem, that is only solved in the free and free 
commutative cases. We prove decidability for two large families of trace monoids. 
The decision algorithm uses graph-theoretical properties of the dependence relation 
graphs. 
Our result uses a new notion of coding between trace monoids: the injective strong 
morphisms called strong codings. A strong morphism maps independent letters to inde- 
pendent traces. This notion is perhaps restrictive, but we think that it is more adapted 
to traces. Indeed, let us come back to the original motivations of the theory of traces. 
The actions of a concurrent system are modelized by letters; the pairs of actions al- 
lowed to occur concurrently are represented by pairs of independent letters. Suppose 
now that the execution of each action a is performed by a microprocess P, (see [30]). 
In a mathematical approach, P, can be translated by a coding F(a) of the action a. 
Our concept of strong morphism F requires that whenever the actions a and b are 
concurrent, their microprocesses P, and Pb are executed quite in parallel. Usual trace 
morphisms may allow P, and Pb to share some microactions; we forbid this situation 
by forcing P, and Pb to be performed independently. 
We show in this paper that the existence of a strong coding between two trace 
monoids Mi and M2 is decidable, if the dependence relation’s graph of Ml is either a 
quasi-simple graph (Theorem 7.6) or has a skeleton without clique of size 3 (Theorem 
6.8). The first family generalizes the transitive forests, the second one contains all 
graphs without clique of size 3. 
In both cases, the decision algorithm tests whether the dependence graph Gz of M2 
contains a certain splitting of the dependence graph Gi of MI. Roughly speaking, GZ 
must contain a copy of Gi with vertices of Gi possibly split into several ones. 
For our purpose, we designed two tools for constructing strong codings. The idea is 
to arrange in a suitable way several codings locally defined on the cliques of Gi. In 
other words, we combine codings between free monoids to construct a strong coding 
between trace monoids. 
In this work, we also find necessary or sufficient conditions for a strong coding 
to exist (Propositions 5.3 and 5.4). The characterization is not complete; it links the 
existence of a strong coding to conditions on the size of clique-coverings of Gi and 
the number of edges of G2. 
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We also positively solve a third problem (Proposition 3.7), formulated together with 
Problems 1 and 2 in [28, 131. The question is whether trace codings canonically gen- 
erate codings between free monoids. 
This paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we provide the notations 
and notions on codes and traces, needed for our results. We introduce in Section 3 
the decision problems and the new notion of strong coding. In Section 4, we detail 
our two methods for constructing strong codings. In Section 5, we give necessary or 
sufficient conditions for the existence of a strong coding. Section 6 contains one of the 
main results; it deals with graphs whose skeleton has no clique with size 3. Finally, 
Section 7 contains the other main result, related to quasi-simple graphs. 
A part of this work was presented at STACS ‘94 [6]. 
2. Preliminaries 
There are two ingredients in this work: codes and traces. We recall in this section 
some useful related definitions and known results. 
More precisely, in Section 2.1, we recall some basic definitions on theory of graphs 
(see [21,4]), since a trace monoid is often represented by a graph. Section 2.2 is 
dedicated to codes and combinatorics on words [25,5], and Section 2.3 introduces the 
notion of trace monoid [9,14]. 
2. I. Graphs 
In the sequel G = (A,D) denotes an undirected graph (graph for short), with A the 
set of vertices and D G A x A the set of edges. We denote by N(a) the set {a} U {bE 
A I (a,b)ED) f o neighbours of aEA. A vertex is called isolated if N(a) = {a}. 
For a subset B of A, the subgraph of G induced by B is the graph (B,DB) with 
Dg=Dn(BxB). 
Given a graph G and an equivalence relation - on A, the quotient graph G+ = 
(AI_, Di_) is the graph whose vertices are the equivalence classes [a], a EA, and whose 
edges are pairs ([a],[b])~D/_ such that (a’, b’)ED for some a’E[a], b’E[b]. 
A graph G is connected if for each pair a, b of vertices, there is a path connecting 
a and b. The relation “to be connected with” on vertices is an equivalence relation 
which partitions G into connected subgraphs called the connected components. 
A clique C of the graph (A,D) is a subset of A such that the induced subgraph 
(C,Dc) is complete, i.e. (a, b) E D for any pair of distinct vertices a, b E C. In the 
following, a clique C is considered either as a subset of A or as a graph, depending 
on the context. A clique on n vertices is called an n-clique. A 3-clique is also called a 
triangle. In Sections 6 and 7, we will consider triangle-free graphs, which are graphs 
without triangle. 
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A family of cliques (Ci)i=r,,,,s is called a clique-covering of the graph (A,D) if for 
all a,bEA 
(a,b)ED H 3iE{l,..., n}{U,b}cCi. 
Any graph has at least a clique-covering, namely all n-cliques with n < 2. 
Finally, we recall the concept of transitive forest (see [l]) which will be considered 
in Sections 3 and 7. 
A graph G is a rooted tree if it is connected and without cycles, with one vertex 
designated as the root. We say that G is a rooted forest if its connected components 
are rooted trees. Given a rooted tree G, the transitive closure of G, called a transitive 
tree, is the graph obtained from G by adding an edge between every pair of distinct 
vertices contained in the same path from the root to some leaf. In other words, any 
path is completed into a clique. We define in the same way transitive forests. 
In [lo], the authors give a recursive definition of simple graphs. This notion is 
equivalent to that of transitive forests. The definition of simple graph uses the following 
operations on graphs. 
Definition 2.1. Let G = (A,D), G’ = (A’,D’) be two graphs such that A n A’ = 0. 
Then G + G’ denotes the graph (A U A’, D U 0’). If b $! A is a new vertex, then G. b 
is the graph obtained from G by adding b to A and all the edges (a, b), a EA, to D. 
Definition 2.2. A graph is a transitive forest if it can be obtained from isolated vertices 
by the following rules: 
1. If G, G’ are transitive forests, then G + G’ is a transitive forest. 
2. If G is a transitive forest, then G. b is a transitive forest. 
In [33], local conditions characterize transitive forests: a graph G is a transitive 
forest if and only if G contains neither P4 nor Cd as an induced subgraph. We recall 
that P4 denotes the path-graph of length 4 and Cd the cycle-graph of length 4, i.e. 
P4 = (A,D) and Cd = (A,D’) where A = {a,b,c,d}, (a,b),(b,c),(c,d) E D and 
(a, b), (b, c), (c, 0 (d, aED’. 
2.2. Free monoids 
Let A be a finite alphabet and A’ the free monoid generated by A. We denote by 1 
the empty word and by A+ the set A* \ 1. The shufle u LLIV of two words u and v of 
A* is the subset of A* defined by 
u UJ v = {UIV,U2V2 . ..U.V, ) n > O,Ui~ViEA*,U=U~U~...U~,V=V~V~...V~}. 
For any set X, card X denotes its cardinality. 
A subset X of A* is a code over A if for any n, m 2 1 and xi,. . . ,x,,,n{, . . . ,xk EX, 
we have 
Xl . ..x. =x; . ..x., +- n=m and xi=X; fori=l,...,n, 
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i.e. a set X is a code if any word of X’ has a unique factorization in words of X. 
Thanks to Sardinas and Patterson’s algorithm [32], one can decide whether a finite 
set X of words of A* is a code. After this work, several authors designed efficient 
algorithms to solve this problem [31,3,7]. 
A set X is a pre$x code if no word in X is a proper prefix of another word in X, that 
is X nXA+ = 0. Suj‘ix codes X are defined symmetrically such that X ~7 A+X = 0. A 
biprejix code is a code which is both prefix and suffix. In particular, any homogeneous 
set XC A+ is biprefix, X being homogeneous if all its words have the same length. 
For instance, for two words u, VE A+, the set u LLIU is a homogeneous code. 
The following proposition presents the notion of code under another interesting point 
of view, more suitable for our aims. 
Proposition 2.3. If a subset X of A* is a code, then any morphism F : B* -+ A* 
which induces a bijection of some alphabet B onto X is injective. Conversely, if there 
exists an injective morphism F : B* -+ A* such that X = F(B), then X is a code. 
An injective morphism F : B* -+ A* such that X = F(B), is called a coding for X. 
By using a coding for X we can associate with a word y in B’ (text in plain language) 
an encoded message F(y) EX*. The injectivity of F ensures that the coded text can 
be deciphered in a unique way to get back the original text. 
The existence of a coding between two free monoids B” and A* is trivially decidable: 
it suffices that card A >card B if card B = 0 or 1, otherwise card A > 2. Indeed, for 
a, bEA, a*b (resp. ba*) is a prefix- (resp. suffix) code. 
2.3. Trace monoids 
Let A be a finite alphabet and I CA x A be a symmetric irreflexive relation, called 
commutation relation or independence relation. The complement of I, D = A x A \ I, 
is called dependence relation. 
Consider the congruence on A* generated by the set of pairs (ab, ba) for (a, b) EZ. 
The quotient of A* by this congruence is denoted by M(A,D) and is called the free 
partially commutative monoid generated by A (with respect to Z), or shortly trace 
monoid. The elements of M(A, D), which are equivalence classes of words of A’, 
are called traces. In particular, if Z = 0, then M(A,D) is the free monoid A* and if 
I = A x A\ {(a, a) 1 a EA}, then M(A, D) is the free commutative monoid A@ generated 
by A. 
We denote by q : A* -+ M(A,D) the canonical morphism of A* onto M(A, D) 
defined by q(a) = a. 
By alph(u), for u E M(A,D), we mean the set of letters appearing in u. We can 
extend the relation I to traces and to set of letters. More precisely, two traces u and u 
are independent, denoted by ulv, if alph(u) x alph(v) C I or equivalently 
UIV H uv = vu and uZph(u) n alph(o) = 0. 
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Conversely we write UDV if there exist a E a&h(u), b E a&h(v) such that aDb. In the 
same way, for X, Y CA, we write x7Y if aIb for any a E X, b E Y. We write XDY 
otherwise. 
We can view the relations Z and D as undirected graphs. In particular we will often 
use the graph related to D, called the dependence graph, and denoted by (A,D). It is 
the graph having A as set of vertices and {(a, b) 1 aDb, a # b} as set of edges. In the 
sequel, we use the same notation aDb for edges of (A,D) and for dependent letters 
of A. Notice that edges aDb only connect distinct dependent letters, whereas aDa is 
always verified for the dependence relation. 
For B CA, we denote by M(B, DB) the submonoid of M(A, D) generated by B. We 
recall that (B,DB) is the subgraph of (A, D) induced by B. 
Let rc~ be the projection morphism of M(A, D) onto M(B, DB) defined by zB(a) = a 
if a E B and zB(a)= 1 if a E A\B. The next proposition is fundamental to characterizing 
the elements of M(A, D), namely to verify the equality of two traces [ 12, 171. 
Proposition 2.4. Let M(A,D) be a trace monoid and (Ci)i=l,...,n be a clique-covering 
of the graph (A,D). Let u, veM(A,D). Then 
u = v H &E(l)..., n}rcc,(u) = 7cci(v). 
This statement is slightly more general than the result proved in [12] where the 
clique-covering of (A,D) is constituted only by l-cliques and 2-cliques. 
There are two natural decompositions of (A, D) and (A,Z) which induce particular 
structures for M(A,D) (see [9]). The first one is the decomposition of (A, D) into its 
connected components (Al, DI ), . . . , (A,, 0,). 
Proposition 2.5. The trace monoid M(A, D) is isomorphic to the direct product 
M(A,,D,) x ... x M(A,,D,), where (Ai,Di), i = 1,. , . ,n, are the connected compo- 
nents of (A,D). 
Indeed, any trace u E M(A, D) is in correspondence with the n-tuple (Q,(U), . . . , 
Ti,(u)). 
The second decomposition is obtained by considering the connected components of 
the commutation graph (A, I) of the monoid M(A, D). 
Proposition 2.6. The trace monoid M(A,D) is isomorphic to the free product 
M(Al,Dl)*.. . *M(A,,D,) where (Aiyli), i = l,..., n, are the connected components 
of (ATO. 
We recall that the free product Ml * . . ’ * Al,, of n monoids Ml,. . ,M, satisfying 
Mi fIMj = 1 for any i,j = l,..., n, i # j, is the monoid whose elements are all finite 
sequences (xi , . . . ,xk) of elements of Ui=i ,,,,, (Mi \ 1) such that 
VZE{l,...,k- 1) xl EMi + Xl+1 6 Mi. 
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3. Coding and traces 
In this section, we study how coding with traces works. In [28], a coding in trace 
monoids is defined as an injective morphism between two trace monoids. We decide to 
restrict this definition to strong morphisms, such that the images of independent letters 
are independent, rather than commuting only. This new notion of coding is, from our 
point of view, more suitable for traces. It is introduced in Section 3.3. 
In Section 3.2, we state three decision problems proposed in [28, 131 and we recall 
their partial known solutions. 
Our aim is to study these problems for strong codings. The first problem is solved 
in [lo]. We easily solve the third problem in Section 3.4. The second problem is much 
more difficult. It is the central problem of the following sections. 
3. I. Codings 
Comparing with the case of the free monoid, Chrobak and Rytter defined in [lo] a 
code in a trace monoid as a subset X = {xi,. . . ,Xk} of M(A, D) such that for any x,, , 
Xi29 ...3 Xi,, x,~3 Xj29 ...> XjmEX 
Xi, Xi2 “‘Xi, =Xj,Xj2”‘Xjm 3 (il,i2,...,in) = C_A,j2,...&). 
We prefer the more general definition given by Ochmanski in [28], which is suggested 
by Proposition 2.3: 
Definition 3.1. Given two trace monoids Mi = M(Ai,Di ) and M2 = M(A2,D2), a 
map F : Ml -+ M2 is a coding if F is a morphism which is injective. 
Actually, it is easy to see that if we take A41 = AT in this definition, we obtain the 
definition of code proposed in [lo]. 
We recall that F : Ml -+ M2 is a morphism (also called trace morphism) if and 
only if F is induced by a map F : Al -+ M2 such that [9] 
Va,bEA, allb + F(a)F(b) = F(b)F(a), 
and that F is injective if 
VU,VEM, F(u) = F(v) =+ u = v. 
3.2. Decision problems 
In [28], Ochmanski studied codings between trace monoids and he proposed some 
necessary conditions for a trace morphism to be injective. The equation xy = yx in 
trace monoids plays a fundamental role in his work (for a characterization of the 
solutions of this equation, see [ 1 l] and [18]). 
In this paper, Ochmanski mentioned three problems for codings between trace 
monoids (see also [13]). Let Ml = M(A,,Dl) and I& = M(A2,Dz) be trace monoids. 
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Problem 1. Given a trace morphism F : A41 ---f A&, is it decidable whether F is a 
coding ? 
Problem 2. Is the existence of a coding F : Ml -+ M2 decidable ? 
Problem 3. Let F : Ml ---f M2 be a coding, cp,, ~2 the canonical morphisms and 
f : AT -+ AZ a l$ting of F, i.e. a morphism making the following diagram commute: 
For any UEA~, f(a) is chosen in the equivalence class cp;‘F(a). Is f a coding ? 
Problem 1 has a negative answer, and the structure of the commutation graph 12 of 
M2 heavily intervenes in a proof of this result [lo]. Naturally there arises the problem 
of giving graph-theoretical characterizations of graphs 12 for which the injectivity of F 
is decidable. 
More precisely, in [lo], Chrobak and Rytter prove that, for free monoids Ml, Prob- 
lem 1 is undecidable if Z;, contains Cd as an induced subgraph (see also [22]), and 
that it is decidable if Z2 is a transitive forest. Another proof of the latter result can be 
found in [l] related to the disjointness problem for rational trace languages. 
Remember that a transitive forest is a graph that does not contain P4 nor Cd as 
an induced subgraph. So, in the case that Ml is a free monoid, the decidability of 
the injectivity of F is unknown only when I2 contains P4 and not Cd as an induced 
subgraph. 
Notice that Problems 1, 2 and 3 are easily solved when MI, M2 are free monoids 
(see Section 2) and when Ml,M2 are free commutative monoids (see [ 10,281). For 
instance, the existence of a coding between two free commutative monoids Ml and 
M2, is equivalent to the condition card Al <card AZ. 
3.3. Strong codings 
A natural notion of trace morphism arises by requesting that the images of 
independent letters not only commute but are also independent traces. 
Definition 3.2. A trace morphism F : Ml + M2 is strong if 
VU,~EA~ aZ,b =s F(a)Z2F(b). 
One easily verifies that two traces u, VEM~ are independent, t&v, if and only if uv = vu 
and alph(u) fl alph(v) = 8. So a trace morphism F is strong if and only if 
Vu, b EAI aI, b =+- alph F(a) I? alph F(b) = 0. 
Notice that the class of strong morphisms is strictly contained in the class of trace 
morphisms. 
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In this paper, we study strong codings. They are defined as follows. 
Definition 3.3. A map F : Ml --+ M2 is a strong coding if F is a strong morphism 
which is injective. 
For this subclass of codings, Problem 1 is solved just as in [lo], since codings 
F : Ml + M2 where Ml is free, are always strong. Problem 3 is easily solved; we 
give a positive answer in the next subsection. Problem 2 is more complex, we prove 
decidability for some families of trace monoids MI in Sections 6 and 7. 
As indicated by Example 3.4, injectivity and strongness are two distinct notions for 
trace morphisms. 
Example 3.4. Let MI ,Ml be with dependence graphs: 
(Al, a) a__b_c 6423~2) L-L-Y 
Consider the morphism F : Ml 4 M2 defined by 
F(a) = LX, F(b) = fl, F(c) = cry. 
Clearly F is not strong. Let us prove that F is injective. 
By Proposition 2.6, MI is the free product of the free commutative monoids {a,~}@ 
and {b}@, and M2 is the free product of {tl,y}@ and {/?}@. 
Suppose that F(u) = F(u), with u, u EM,. Then, by definition of F and of the free 
product, we have 
(F(w ),J’(~z), . . . > F(Q)) = V’(~I),F(U~),. ..,F(Q~)+,Y)’ * t/9’ 
with u = (~1,. . . , ZQ), u = (VI,. . . , U~)E {a,~}@ * {b}@. 
Let us show that ~1 = u[, for any 1 E { 1,. . . k}. Suppose U[ = aJ’c‘J, VI = uP’cq’ E 
{a, c}@. Then 
Therefore p = p’,q = q’, and ul = VI. The conclusion is identical for UI, UI E {b}@. 
This proves that the morphism F is injective. 
However the family of strong codings is rich enough to contain the interesting class 
of injective connected morphisms studied in [28], as the following proposition shows. 
A morphism is connected if the image of any connected trace in MI is a connected 
trace in M2. Recall that UEM(A,D) is connected if the graph (B,&) with B = aZph(u) 
is connected. 
Proposition 3.5 (Ochmanski [28]). Let F : MI -+ M2 be a trace morphism. If F is 
injectiue and connected, then F is a strong coding. 
The converse of Proposition 3.5 does not hold, as shown by the next example. 
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Example 3.6. Let Mi ,kZz be with dependence graphs: 
(A,,&) a b c -- (AZ, 02) U-P 6-y 
The morphism F : A41 --P A42 defined by F(a) = a, F(b) = /?S, F(c) = y is a strong 
coding (injectivity is proved by Proposition 4.5 in Section 4), but it is not connected. 
3.4. Solution to Problem 3 
We here give a positive answer to Problem 3 for strong codings. 
Proposition 3.7. Let F : A41 -+ M2 be a strong coding. Then any lifting f : A; + A; 
of F is a coding. 
Proof. By contradiction, suppose that there exist u = al . . . a,,, u = bl . . . b, EA;, such 
that u # u and f(u) = f(u), that is 
f(ai)...f(a,) =f(b,)...f(b,). (*) 
We can suppose, without loss of generality, that ai # bl. 
Let U’ = cpi(u) and u’ = vi(u). By f(u) = f(u), we get F(u’) = F(u’), and then 
u’ = u’, since F is a coding. As al # bl, then aili bl, otherwise 
%z,,b,h’) = QI~ # b,t = “h,,b,(d 
and u’ # u’ by Proposition 2.4. 
As F is a strong morphism, then alph F(al) n aZph F(bl) = 0. It follows that 
alph f(al) fl alph f (bl) = 0. This contradicts (*) as A; is a free monoid. 0 
4. Construction of strong codings 
In our approach to Problem 2, we have designed two tools for producing strong cod- 
ings. For both methods, some codes are locally defined on cliques of MI, seen as free 
monoids, and they are put together in a way to obtain a strong coding F : Ml -+ Mz. 
The first method generates particular codings for traces, called morphisms 
constructed by codes (Section 4.2). The second method is more elaborate and 
generalizes the first method. It generates the so-called morphisms quasi-constructed 
by codes (Section 4.3). Both methods manipulate a special class of strong morphisms 
presented in Section 4.1. 
4.1. Clique-decomposable morphisms 
Definition 4.1. Let F : Ml + M2 be a trace morphism. We say that F is clique- 
decomposable into the components Fi, iE { 1,2,, . . , n}, if there exist 
1. a clique-covering of (Al,Dl) by n cliques (Ci)i=i,,,.,n; 
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2. a set of n cliques (C;)i=t ,..., n of (AZ, 02) such that alph F(A i ) C lJi =,,,.,, nC:; 
3. n morphisms Fi : CT --f C;* between free monoids such that 
Q:F(~) =Fi~,(a) 
for all i~{l,...,n} and all UEAI. 
The latter condition means that morphisms Fi make the following diagram commute. 
M, 4 A42 
V 1 1 , Q’ 
C; 5 C;’ 
Proposition 4.2. If a trace morphism F is clique-decomposable, then F is a strong 
morphism. 
Proof. By contradiction, assume that there exist a, b E Al such that all b and 
alph F(a) n alph F(b) # 0. Let CI E alph F(a) n alph F(b) and i E { 1,. . , n} such that 
ME C,!. By hypothesis we have 
METC~:F(U) = FinC,(a), OZEZC;‘F(~) = FiXc,(b). 
Hence xc,(a) # 1, xc,(b) # 1, that is a, b E Ci. This is impossible as ali b. 0 
4.2. Morphisms constructed by codes 
The first method for constructing strong codings is the following one. 
Definition 4.3. Let F be a trace morphism. We say that F is constructed by codes if 
F is clique-decomposable into components which are all codings. 
Example 4.4. Let Mi, A42 be with the following dependence graphs. 
a Lx_ P 
b/l 6% D,) d,, ,c,/ 6% 02) Y- 
6 
-e- E- B 
Consider the morphism F : Ml + A42 defined by: 
F(a) = /?, F(b) = ~$6, F(c) = a’/$+, F(d) = ~6, F(e) = y2&q, F(f) = c2q. 
Then F is constructed by codes. Indeed the set of cliques Cl = {a, b,c},Cx = {b,d,e} 
and Cs = {c,e,f} is a clique-covering of (Al,Dl) and the morphisms 
F1 : C; ---f C;* = {cl,j3}* a --t p, b -+ ap, c --f a2j3, 
F2 : C; ----f C;* = {y,6}* b --+ 6, d --f ~6, e --f y26, 
F3 : C,* --f C;* = {E,Y/}* c -+ I?, e -+ EY], f + E2v 
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are codings between free monoids. 
Proposition 4.5 shows that the class of trace morphisms which are constructed by 
codes, is included in the class of strong codings. 
Proposition 4.5. Let F : A41 -+ 442 be a trace morphism. If F is constructed by codes, 
then F is a strong coding. 
Proof. Let F : Ml + A42 be a trace morphism which is constructed by codes. By 
Proposition 4.2, F is strong. Let us prove that F is injective. 
Take u,o~Mi such that F(u) = F(v). Then for all iE{ 1,. . .,n} 
wyW = qF(u), 
and as F is clique-decomposable 
Since each Fi is injective, XC,(U) = XC,(V). It follows that u = u by Proposition 2.4. 
0 
4.3. Morphisms quasi-constructed by codes 
We now describe the second construction, generalizing the first one. We first precise 
some notations. In the next definition, for any morphism Fi : C,? -+ C,!*, we denote by 
kerFi the equivalence relation on Ci defined by 
a kerFi b ti Fi(a) = Fi(b). 
We denote by 
E : (Ci/kerFi)* -+ CT’;* 
the induced morphism and by [a]i the equivalence class of a under kerFi. For u = 
ai + * . a, E CT, we also use the notation [u]i for the product [aili 9 . . [a,]i. 
Definition 4.6. Let F : Ml -t A42 be a trace morphism. We say that F is quasi- 
constructed by codes if the following conditions are verified: 
1. F is clique-decomposable into components Fi : CT + C,l*, iE { 1,. . . , n}; 
2. for any i E {l,..., n}, the morphism z : (Ci/kerFi)* + C,!* is a coding; we 
denote by Xi the corresponding code z(Ci/ker Fi); 
3. for any iE{l,... ,n} and for any [a]i 2 Ci with card[a]i > 1, there exists k E 
{I,..., n} such that [a]i & Ck and 
VbE[a]i card[b]k = 1. 
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Condition 3 above means that there exists a bijection from [a]i onto some subset of 
Xk, which is given by the restriction of Fk to [U]i. 
F,(a) / \ 
Fk(b) / 
F,(a)= F,(b) 
\ 
Notice that the class of trace morphisms constructed by codes is included in the 
class of morphisms quasi-constructed by codes. The inclusion is strict as indicated by 
the following example. 
Example 4.7. Consider the trace monoids Ml ,Mz whose dependence graphs are given 
below. 
(A,, D, 1 
The morphism F : Ml ---) M2 defined by 
b -c 
F(al) = ~1~1~12, F(a2) = c11a2c11, F(a3) = ~2~1~119 F(b) = B, F(c) = Y 
is quasi-constructed by codes. Indeed it is clique-decomposable into the components 
Condition 2 in Definition 4.6 is satisfied with the codes Xi = {u~a2,txia2ai,~2c$}, 
X2 = {ay,B} and X3 = {/3, y}. Condition 3 only concerns set [al]2 = {ai,u2,as} which 
is in bijection with Xi. 
Proposition 4.8. Let F : Ml ---f M2 be a trace morphism. Zf F is quasi-constructed 
by codes, then F is a strong coding. 
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Proof. Let F : MI -+ A& be a trace morphism which is quasi-constructed by codes. 
By Proposition 4.2, F is strong. 
Let us prove that F is injective. Take u, u E A41 such that F(u) = F(u). Then for 
all i E {l,..., n}, q-:F(u) = q--lJu) and, as F is clique-decomposable, F;:xc~(u) = 
F’inc, (0). Using the definition of Fi, we get for any i E { 1,. . . n} 
Since each E is injective, then 
Now, assume by contradiction that M # V. By Proposition 2.4 there exists Jo { I,. . . , n} 
such that 
Thus, there exist X, y, z E CT, a, b E Cj, a # b, such that nc,u = xay and XC, v = xbz. In 
particular 
%bu # “&by. 
By (*), we have [xay]j = [xbz]j, which implies [a]j = [b&. By Condition 3 of 
Definition 4.6, there exists kf ( 1,. . . , n} such that [a]j C CR and 
card[a]k = card[b]k = 1. (**) 
Thus, using (*) and (**), we get 
and then 
This is a contradiction. El 
5. Tools and conditions 
In this section, we show that Problem 2 can be reduced to monoids A41 whose 
dependence graph (Al, D1 ) is connected (Proposition 5.1). We also give a tool which 
is often used in the proofs of the paper (Lemma 5.2). Finally, we give a necessary 
condition and a sufficient condition for the existence of a strong coding between two 
trace monoids (Propositions 5.3 and 5.4). The mo~hism we exhibit in the proof of 
the sufhcient condition is a morphism constructed by codes. 
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5.1. Two tools for problem 2 
Proposition 5.1 indicates that the existence of a strong coding F : MI 4 M2 can be 
reduced to the case of connected graphs (At,& ). This possibility is inherently due to 
strongness: the images by F of distinct connected components of (At,Q) have disjoint 
alphabets. 
Proposition 5.1. Let Ml ,Mz be two truce monoids and BI, . . , B, be the subsets of Al 
corresponding to the connected components of (Al, D1 ). There exists a strong coding 
F : M1 ---f Ml if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
1. there exist B’,, . ,Bk C A2 such that for any i, j E { 1,. . . ,m},i # j, we have 
B; I2 B;; 
2. there exist m strong codings Fj : M(Bj,(Dl)B,) + M(Bj, (02)~;). 
Proof. Let F be a strong coding from MI into M2. Let Bi = al$h(F(Bj)) and let Fj : 
M(Bj, (01 )B,) --+ M(B;, (02)~;) be the restriction of F to the submonoid M(Bj, (01 )B,), 
foranyj=1,...,m.SinceFisastrongmorphism,B~I~B~foranyi,j~{l,...,m},i# 
j. Moreover, each Fj is clearly a strong coding. 
I 1 
M(Bj, (D~)B,) 5 M(Bj, (02)~:) 
Conversely, suppose that for any j E { 1,. . . , m}, there exist Bi and Fj satisfying 
Conditions 1 and 2. We define F : Ml --) M2 by 
Vj’jE{l,...,m} VUEB~ F(a) = Fj(a). 
Let us prove that F is a strong coding. 
Clearly F is a strong morphism. Indeed, let a, b E Al be such that all b. The fol- 
lowing two cases can hold: either a, b are in the same alphabet Bj and then (F(a) = 
Fj(a)) I, (Fj(b) = F(b)) by strongness of Fj, or a, b are in two distinct alphabets Bi, Bj 
and then (F(a) = Fi(a))Z2 (Fj(b) = F(b)) by Condition 1. 
It remains to prove that F is injective. By Proposition 2.5, Ml is the direct product 
of the monoids M(Bj, (D~)B,), j = 1,. . . , m, and the image F(Ml) is included in the 
direct product of the monoids M(B$(Dz)~;). 
Let u E Ml, then u = (ut,.. .,u,) with Uj = Q,(U) for any j E (1,. . . ,m}. By 
definition of F, we have F(u) = (Fl(ul), . . . ,F*(u,)). 
NOW let U, v~Ml be such that F(u) = F(U). It follows that for any j, Fj(aj) = Fj(vi). 
AS each Fj is injective, then uj = vj for any j, which implies u = v. 0 
The following trivial property of codings will be often useful in the sequel. Roughly 
this lemma means that if F is a coding, then to any pair of distinct dependent letters 
a, b E Al corresponds a pair of distinct dependent letters respectively in alph F(a), 
alph F(b). 
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Lemma 5.2. Let F : A41 -+ A& be a coding. For any a, b E Al, a # b, if aD1 b, then 
there exist cc Ralph F(a), p~alph F(b) such that a # p and 09~2p. 
Proof. By contradiction, assume that for any CI l alphF(a), fi~alphF(b), CI # /?, we 
have a&?. Clearly we have 
V’acA2 n,F(ab) = z,F(ba). 
Let a # 1 such that uL&Jl and CI, /? E alph F(ab) = alph F(ba). Then a, /l Ealph F(a) \ 
alph F(b) or a, /3 E alph F(b) \ alph F(a). Consequently we have 
n,gF(abl = nn,#Va). 
So F(ab) = F(ba) by Proposition 2.4. As F is injective, it follows that ab = ba, 
which is in contradiction with aD1 b. 0 
In the previous lemma, a depends on a and also on the edge aDlb. Moreover, notice 
that there may exist several edges oD$ associated with aDlb. For our purpose, we 
can choose any of them. Later, when necessary, we will replace a by “a,(b) and fl by 
ab,(,). With this new notation, we want to point out that @a,(b) is the letter associated 
with a in reference to the edge aD1 b of (Al, 01). 
5.2. Conditions for existence 
Now, we give a necessary condition and a sufficient condition for the existence of a 
strong coding between two trace monoids. Proposition 5.3 says that, for a strong coding 
to exist, it is necessary to have “enough” edges in (A2,Dz). The minimum number of 
necessary edges is linked to the size of the clique-coverings of (Al, 01). Proposition 
5.4 states that this lower bound is also sufficient, under the additional hypothesis that 
these edges are all independent. 
In the remainder of this section, we limit our study to connected graphs (Al,Dl) 
with at least two vertices. The case of graphs with one vertex is easily solved: a strong 
coding exists if and only if (A2,D2) is a nonempty graph. 
Proposition 5.3. Let Ml, M2 be two trace monoi& Let n be the minimum size of 
the clique-coverings of (Al,Dl) and m be the number of edges of (AZ, 02). If there 
exists a strong coding F : Ml -+ M2, then n <m. 
Proof. Let F : Ml -+ Mz be a strong coding. By Lemma 5.2, we have a map f which 
associates with any edge aD1 b an edge f (a, b) = a,,(bjD2ab,(o), with a‘&(b) Ealph F(a), 
ah,(a) E a&h F(b). 
For any edge aD1 b, we define a set Ca,b of edges of (A,,D,) in the following way: 
Cab = {-%Y I _f(x,~) = f(a,b>l. 
Let us show that CO,& is a clique. 
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If x, x’ are two vertices in CQ, then there exist, by definition of Ca,b, some elements 
Y, y’ E Al such that xDly, X/&Y are edges of (Al,&), and %A~) E {%,(b),ab,(a)}, 
CQ,(~~) E { L&,(b), ub,@)}. Then c&,(~)D~cQ,(~~). Recall that, by Lemma 5.2, c$,(~) Eaiph F(x), 
~l~~,(~~) EalphF(x’). Then F(x)D#(x’) and xDix’ as F is strong. This proves that C& 
is a clique. 
Now, the set {C& 1 dl~b, a # b} is a clique-covering of (Al,Di). Its cardinal&y 
is bounded by the number of dictinct edges f(a, b) = &(b)D@b,(+ thus by m. 0 
In Section 4, we developped two techniques for constructing strong codings: 
morphisms constructed by codes, morphisms quasi-constructed by codes. In both cases, 
the morphisms are clique-decomposable into n components Fi : Ci+ --) Cl*, where 
(Ci)i=r,,,.,n is a clique-covering of (Ai,Dl), and (Ci)i=i,..,, are n cliques of (A2,Dz). So, 
the property described in Proposition 5.3 is verified by these two classes of morphisms. 
We are able to prove that the converse of Proposition 5.3 is true, under an addi- 
tional hypothesis. The proof uses the technique of morphisms constructed by codes and 
Example 4.4 well illustrates it. 
Proposition 5.4. If n is the minimum size of the clique-coverings of (Al, D, ) and ij 
(Az,Dz) contains n independent edges, then there exists a strong coding F : MI ---) M2. 
Proof. Let (Ci)i=i,,,,,n be a clique-covering of (Al, 01) and suppose that (AZ, 02) con- 
tains n edges (CliDZfii)i=\,.,,,n which are pairwise independent (i.e. {xi, /Ii}Zz{Ol,, fij}). 
Then, for all iE{l,... n}, one defines a coding Fi : C,? -+ {ai, fli}*, using for instance 
a prefix code X c c$/li. Consider F defined by 
F(a) = n Fi(a). 
{ilaEC,) 
Thus F is a strong morphism since, for any a, b E AI, all b implies that {i ( a E 
Ci} n {_j 1 bE Ci} = 8. 
Moreover, F is constructed by codes using the components Fi, since we have: 
ViE{l,..., n} V~EA~ TT{,,~,}F(u) = Fine,(a). 
Then F is strong coding by Proposition 4.5. 0 
Notice that in the latter proposition, the n edges can be replaced by cliques of 
arbitrary size 22. Proposition 5.4 can then be formulated as follows: If n is the 
minimum size of the clique-coverings of (Al ,Dl ) and if M2 has a submonoid that is 
a direct product of n free monoids generated by at least two letters, then there exists 
a strong coding F : MI -+ M2. 
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6. Decidability for triangle-free skeletons 
This section contains one of the main results of this paper. We prove that for a 
particular family of trace monoids Mt, the existence of a strong coding F from Mt 
into MZ is decidable. These monoids have dependence graphs (Al, D1 ) without triangle 
(Proposition 6.3) and more generally the “skeleton” of (Al,Dl) is triangle-free (The- 
orem 6.8). Roughly the skeleton of (Al,Dl) is obtained by merging any two vertices 
in (Al, 01) with the same neighbours. 
In both cases, the existence of a strong coding is related to the existence inside 
(AZ, 02) of a “splitting” of (Al, Dl), i.e. a copy of (Al,Dl) whose vertices have been 
split. When such a splitting exists, we use the tools described in Section 4 for con- 
structing a strong coding F : Ml --f M2. 
We give the definitions of splitting and skeleton in Section 6.1. Proposition 6.3 is 
proved in Section 6.2, and the main Theorem 6.8 is established in Section 6.3. 
6.1. Splitting and skeleton 
We recall that a graph is triangle-free if it has no 3-clique. 
We start with precise definitions of splitting and skeleton. These two operations 
have some relations with the substitution operation or composition operation on graphs, 
considered in the investigation of perfect graphs and comparability graphs [20,23]. 
The definition of a splitting is the following one. 
Definition 6.1. Let G = (A,D), G’ = (A’,D’) be two graphs. We say that G’ is a 
splitting of G if there exists a partition ( Va)aE~ of A’ such that for any a, bEA, a # b, 
aDb ti Cro’fi for some CI E V,, /?E Vb. 
We say that the splitting G’ is minimal if it contains no splitting of G as a proper 
induced subgraph. 
The skeleton of a graph G is a particular quotient graph, related to the neighbours 
N(a) of the vertices a (see [24]). 
Definition 6.2. The skeleton, Skel(A,D), of a graph (A,D) is its quotient graph 
(A,_,, D,, ) under the equivalence relation - defined on A by 
a-b H N(a) =N(b). 
In particular, if a - b then aDb. Moreover, [a]D/_[b] is an edge in SkeZ(A, D) if 
and only if for any a’ E [a], b’ E [b], a’Db’ is an edge in (A, D). In this case we shortly 
set [a]D[b]. 
With respect to Proposition 5.1, we limit our study to connected graphs (Al, 01). In 
particular, (Al, DI ) is supposed to have no 1 -cliques. The case of graphs (Al, DI ) with 
AI = {a} is easily solved: a strong coding F : Ml --f M2 exists if and only if (Az,D2) 
is a nonempty graph. 
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6.2. Triangle-free graphs 
The next proposition deals with graphs (Ai, II1 ) without triangle. It is the first step 
towards the main result stating that the existence of a strong coding is decidable when 
Skel(A 1, D1 ) is triangle-free (Theorem 6.8). 
Proposition 6.3. Let M1,M2 be two trace monoids such that (Al, DI ) is triangle-free. 
There exists a strong coding F : Ml A A42 if and only if (A*, 02) has an induced 
subgraph which is a splitting of (Al,Dl). 
Proof. Assume that F : A41 --+ M2 is a strong coding. By Lemma 5.2, we associate 
with any edge aD1 b in (Al,D,) an edge ~l,,(~)D~tq,,(~) in (Az,D2) with Ma,(b) E alph F(a), 
q,(O) E alph F(b) and C&,(b) # txb,(=). For any aEAI, we define the nonempty set 
V, = {c%.(b) 1 a&&b # a>. 
Then V, & alph F(a). We are going to prove that the subgraph of (Al, 02) induced by 
(VakA, is a splitting of (Al, Dl ). 
First, we prove that for all a, bC A 1, a # b, we have aD1 b if and only if VaD2 Vb. 
We have 
allb + (F is strong) alph F(a) Z2 alph F(b) =+ V&Vb, 
aDlb * 3&,(b) E V,, 3ab,(a) E vb %,(b)D2@b,(a) + V,Dz V,. 
Secondly, we show that ( Vn)aE~, is a partition. Assume that for some a # a’, there 
exists U,,(b) 6 V, n Vat. Then, let b’EA1 such that &(b) = aa’,(b’). We have aDlb, a’D,b’, 
we have also aDla’ as V,DzV,,. By definition, b # a, b’ # a’. Moreover, either b # a’ 
Or b’ # a, because Of a=,(b) # ah,(a) and aa(b) = c(,‘,(b’). As a,,(b) = tL,,,(b’)D2C(b’,(a’), then 
VaD2 vb’ and aDlb’. 
In the same way, as &‘,(b’) = U,,(b) D2tlb,(a) then 
Va,D2 Vb and a’Dl b. 
It follows that {a, a’, b} and {a, a’, b’} are cliques and at least one of them has size 
three, which is a contradiction. 
This proves the first part of Proposition 6.3. 
For the converse, assume the existence of a minimal splitting of (Al, D1) inside 
(Az,Dz), induced by a family (Va)nE~, of disjoint subsets of AZ. 
From the splitting, we have for any pair of distinct letters a, be Al 
aDlb H k,(b) E vu, ah,(a) E vb %,(b)D2~b,(a)~ 
It is then easy to define a morphism F : MI --) M2 which is constructed by codes 
‘Ja E AI F(a)= n a. 
1CV, 
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Obviously, the letters a~ V, are not pairwise independent. For the definition of F(a) 
we can take any order between these letters. 
This trace morphism is cIique-decomposable with respect to the clique-covering 
(Ci)+l,...,n of (Al,D,) by 2-cliques. The injective components of F are 
We easily verify that 
alphF(a)C u c; = u V, 
i= l,..., n aEAl 
using the minimali~ of the splitting, and that 
for all alar and i~{l,...,n}. 
Then F is a strong coding by Proposition 4.5. q 
Notice that in the second part of this proof, we do not use the hypothesis that 
(A I,& ) is triangle-free. f 
Remark 6.4. In Proposition 6.3, for any a~Ai, we have V, G alph F(a). 
Example 3.6 (contitnd). Let V, = {a}, Vb = {ad}, V, = (y}. Using this partition 
of AZ, the graph (AZ, 4) is a splitting of (Al,Dl ). The morphism F is constructed by 
codes. 
The next example suggests, through different situations, how Proposition 6.3 has to 
be adapted to obtain Theorem 6.8. 
Example 6.5. Let Ml be with dependence graph and skeleton 
So Skel(Ar, 0,) is triangle-free. Suppose that (AZ,&) is the graph 
tL -B-r 
which is a splitting of ,Skel(A1,D1). There is no strong coding F : MI --+ M2. Indeed, 
{a~,a~,a3}lr{c}, then alphF(ai) 12 aZphF(c), i = 1,2,3, as F is strong. But we need 
two letters of A2 to “encode” {al,a2, a3). The splitting is not rich enough. 
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Suppose now that (AZ,&) is the splitting 
of SkeZ(A1 ,Di ) (vb = {j?, 6)). A strong coding F exists defined by 
F(al) = a/?, F(az) = a*b, F(a3) = a3fi, F(b) = PS, F(c) = y. 
Indeed the two letters tl,/3, independent of y, are used to encode {alra~,a3} 
independently of the letter c. One can verify that F is constructed by codes. 
A morphism F also exists if (AZ, 02) is the following splitting of Skel(Ai, D1 ) ( V, = 
{al,@z)). 
Now the pair ~11, ~(2 independent of y is used to encode {al,a2,a3}. 
F(al) = alala2, F(Q) = ala2aI, F(a3) = azalal, F(b) = fi, F(c) = y. 
This morphism is no longer constructed by codes, but quasi-constructed by codes, as 
we proved in Example 4.7. 
6.3. Triangle-free skeletons 
As suggested by the previous example, Proposition 6.3 can be generalized to monoids 
Mi such that Skel(Al, 01) is triangle-free, if the splitting of Skel(Al, 01) is rich enough. 
For this purpose, we introduce the concept of rich splitting. 
Definition 6.6. Let G = (A,D) and G’ = (A’,D’) be two graphs. We say that G’ 
is a rich splitting of SkeZ(G), if G’ is a splitting of SkeZ(G), induced by a partition 
(I$1 )lal~~j_ such that 
1. with any class [a] with card[a] 2 2 is associated a pair {a, a’} in A’ such that 
aD’a’ and aE VrOl, 
2. [a]I[b] j. Zett[a] I’ Zett[b] 
where 
lett[a] = bl 
if card[a] = 1, 
VI,] U {a, a’} otherwise. 
We say that the rich splitting G’ is minimal if it contains no rich splitting of SkeZ(G) 
as a proper induced subgraph. 
Remark 6.7. In Definition 6.6, it can happen that two classes [a], [b] with cardinality 
> 2, share the same pair {a, a’}. In this case, a E V[al and a’ E V[bl. 
We state the main theorem of the section. 
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Theorem 6.8. Let Ml, MZ be trace monoids such that the skeleton Skel(A,,D,) of 
(A,,Dl) is triangle-free. There exists a strong coding F : MI -+ Mz if and only if 
(Az,D2) has an induced subgraph that is a rich splitting of Skel(A1,Dl). 
Proof (necessary condition of Theorem 6.8). We assume the existence of a strong 
coding F : Ml ---f M2.The restriction of F to the induced subgraph Skel(Al, 01) of 
(Al, D1) is still a strong coding, and Proposition 6.3 states that (AZ, 02) has a subgraph 
induced by (I&l )Ia~,,_ which is a splitting of SkeZ(A1, D1 ). By Remark 6.4, we have 
also VIcl c aZph F([c]) for any CEAI. On the other hand, by Lemma 5.2, 
3c(, u’EalphF[a], tl # c(’ CYD~CI’ 
for any class [a] with card[a] 3 2. 
(1) 
To obtain Condition 1 in Definition 6.6, it remains to prove that we can choose 
@.E I$]. 
First notice that since F is strong, for any CEA, 
[aI4 [cl * {a, ~‘1 12 4h Wcl). (2) 
Secondly we can suppose that a, ~1’ E ( VI,l)I,lE,+_. If necessary, we add them to 
qal: we get again a splitting of SkeZ(A1, D1 ), using (2) and as I$1 C alp F([c]) for all 
CEA,. 
Let us now prove that Conditions 1 and 2 are verified. 
By (2), we have 
NE I$,], @’ 6 I$] 
for some [c]Dl[a] and [bIDI [a]. Then V[b]D2V[C~ by (l), and [b]D1[c] by the splitting. 
The only case to solve is when [cl, [b] # [a]. Thus [b] = [c] as SkeZ(Al, 01) is 
triangle-free. In this case we can move a from VI,1 to VIQ1 without modifying the 
splitting. Indeed for any [d] # [a], [b] 
Otherwise we have V,b]D2V[d] and then [b]D~[d]. Therefore [d]Zt [a], since [b]Dl[u] 
and SkeZ(Al,Dl) is triangle-free. This is in contradiction with (2). 
Condition 1 in Definition 6.6 is therefore satisfied. Condition 2 is also true, since F 
is strong and by (2). 0 
For the proof of the sufficient condition of Theorem 6.8, we first show how to define 
a map F : Ml ---) M2 (Definition 6.9), secondly we prove three technical lemmata 
related to the definition of F (Lemmata 6.11, 6.12, 6.13), third we prove that F 
is a clique-decomposable morphism (Proposition 6.14) and finally that F is quasi- 
constructed by codes (Proposition 6.15). For some steps, we also give an example 
(Example 6.10). 
In the sequel, we suppose that MI, M2 are two trace monoids such that Skel(Al, DI ) 
is triangle-free and that a subgraph of (AZ, D2) induced by a partition ( VI,l)IalE~,,_, 
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is a minimal rich splitting of S’keZ(Al,DI ). Moreover, if r E VrQ1, x’ E v[b], such that 
[a] # [b], and {a,~‘} is a pair associated with [a] or [b], then we choose clDlc(’ for 
the edge [a]Dl[b]. 
We define a map F from Mt to M2 as follows. 
For any [aI E ( V[=I SEA,!, with card[a] 3 2 and with associated pair {x, a’}, let 
n = curd[u], n’ = curd[b] 
such that CI’ E v[b]. We define the biprefix code 
XZ,%’ = c? LUCY \ {CY%?‘}. 
The pair {r,~‘} can be shared by several classes (see Remark 6.7), more precisely by 
two classes at most, [a] and possibly [b], since Skel(At,Dt ) is triangle-free. 
We construct a bijection between [a] and a subset XI,] of the code X,,at. We denote 
by x,1 the element of X,,E~ in bijection with a’ E [a]. If the two classes [a] and [b] 
share the same pair {CC, tx’}, the bijection is between [a] U [b] and a subset X[a]“[b] of 
X I&? . Lemma 6.11 states that this bijection always exists. 
Definition 6.9. The map F : MI -+ M2 is defined in the following way: 
r-IN if curd[u] = 1, 
VUEA, F(a) = ;EQol 
I-I yn if curd[u] = n > 2. 
YEQll\{W'~ 
Example 6.10. The trace monoids MI, M2 are the same as in Example 4.7. The mor- 
phism F is defined as 
F(ul) = c&x;, F(Q) = C(;CI,CQ& F(Q) = CQC&~, F(b) = p, F(c) = ‘i. 
The code XI,,] is a subset of the code rz: UJ rxi \ {N:N~}. 
Lemma 6.11. Let a E V,,l and a’ E v[b]. Zf { ~,a’} is a pair associated with [a], 
curd [a] >, 2, then 
curd Xn,zf 3 curd[u]. 
If the pair {a, cc’} is also associated with [b], curd[b] 22, then 
curd Xa,+ >/ curd([a] U [b]). 
Proof. Let n = curd[u] and n’ = curd[b]. It is not difficult to see that 
n + n’ ( > (n + n’)! curd(a” UP’) = n, = ____ n!n’! ’ 
By an easy induction on n, one verifies that if n’ 2 1, then 
‘dn>,2 
n + n’ 
( > n’ 
- l>n, 
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and that if n’ 22, then 
n + n’ 
vn2:2 ., ( > - l>n+n’. 0 
Together with Lemma 6.13, Lemma 6.12 describes useful properties of pairs {a, a’} 
and map F. 
Lemma 6.12. Let [a], [b], [c] be three classes such that curd[a] 22 and the pair {a, a’} 
is associated with [a]. Suppose that a E V[,J, a’ E V[b] and there exist /3 E V[b], y E V[=l 
such that BDzy. Then a’ # /_?. Moreover, if {y, /3} is the pair associated with [cl, then 
a’12 /?. 
Proof. We have Vra]D2 V[b] and Vrb]DZ Vl,]. By the splitting, 
[aID1 PI and PlDl [cl. 
Since SkeZ(Ai, 0,) is triangle-free, then [a]Zi [cl. By Condition 2 of a rich splitting, 
Zett[a]Z2Zett[c]. The conclusion follows. 0 
Lemma 6.13. Consider the map F constructed in Definition 6.9. Let a E V[,l and 
n = card[a], then 
Moreover, if rc,F(c) = a”, then either [c] = [a], or [c] = [b] for a unique class 
[b] # [a] with card[b] 22 and pair {/?, p’}, such that 8’ = a and [b]Dl[a]. 
Proof. The first part of the lemma directly follows from the definition of F. Indeed 
each letter a used in the definition of F(c) appears with an exponent n such that 
n = card[a] where Vral is the unique set containing a. 
For the second part of the lemma, let c1 E VL~I and CEA~ be such that n,F(c) = a”. 
Then a E VC~I or a Ralph (see Definition 6.9). Then [c] = [a] or c( E {y, y’} where 
{y, y’} is the pair associated with [cl. In the latter case, if [c] # [a], then y’ = a 
and [aID [cl. Now assume there exists another class [b] # [a] with curd[b] 2 2 and 
associated pair {B, p’}, such that fi’ = a = y’ and [b]Dl[a]. This leads to a contradiction 
with Lemma 6.12. 0 
Proposition 6.14, The map F dejned in Definition 6.9 is a clique-decomposable trace 
morphism. 
Proof. First we show that the map F is a trace morphism. For any a E A 1, we have 
alph F(a) 2 Zett[a]. Then by Definition 6.6, 
ullb =P [a]Z,[b] + aZph F(a)I&ph F(b). 
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We now describe how the clique-covering (Ci)r=i, ,..,,, of (Al, D1 ), the set of n cliques 
(C:)i=i....,n of (Az,Dz) and the n components Fi of F are, in relation with Definition 
4.1. 
The set (C~),=r,,.,,, is constituted of 2-cliques among which one finds all the edges 
~DzM’ such that {a,~‘} is a pair associated with a class [a] of cardinality 22. The 
other 2-cliques are related to the splitting of Skel(Ai, 01). For any edge [aID, [b] 
of Skel(Al, Dl), we have VI,l& V[bl. If no pair {a, a’} exists such that c( E VIOl, 3’ E 
V[bl, then we choose for C! an edge @Dzfi such that M E V,,,, fl E Vp]. The condition 
alph F(Al ) C UI=l,,.,,n C; is then satisfied. 
Let us now compute q;F(c) for any c E A 1 and any i E { 1,. . . , n}, to see how to 
define the set (Ci)i=l,...,, and the corresponding components Fi of F, in a way that 
q/F(c) = FiXc,(c). Lemma 6.13 is the key of this computation. 
i.ix iE{l , . . . , n}. We have three distinct situations. The first situation occurs when 
C’: = { c(, a’} and { c(, r’} is the pair associated with [a] such that a E VI,,, cd E V[b], 
[b] # [a]. The second situation is when C: = {x, a’} and the pair {CI, cr’} associated 
with [a] is such that {u, iy’} C V,,]. The third situation occurs when C: = {a, fl}, such 
that {‘x, p} corresponds to no pair, but to an edge [a]Di [b] of Skel(A 1, D1 ), with CI E Vral, 
flE V[bl. 
Let us consider the Jirst situation. We have card[u] = n 22 and curd[b] = n’ 3 1. 
1. We suppose that the pair {/?, 8’) associated with [b], if it exists, is different from 
{a,~‘}. We get 
1 
xc if c E [a], 
yF(c) = & or PcL’” if cE[b], 
1 otherwise. 
Let us explain in detail how this projection is computed. If n,F(c) # 1, then rc,F(c) # 
1 or x,/F(c) # 1. In the first case, c E [a] U [b]. Indeed by Lemma 6.13, either CE [a] 
or there is a unique class [d] # [a] with curd[d] 2 2 and associated pair (6, S’} such 
that c~[d], 6’ = CI and [d]Di[u]. By Lemma 6.12, [d] = [b]. If 71,/F(c) # 1, we have 
CE [a] U [b] by the same argument. 
Now if c E [a], then by definition of F, 
qrF(c) = x,. 
If c~[b] and n,F(c) = 1, then using Lemma 6.13 
x=,/F(c) = nl~F(c) = a’“‘. 
If CE [b] and n,F(c) # 1, then curd[b] 22 and the pair {/?,fl’} associated with [b] is 
such that /Y = a. We have /I # ~1’ by hypothesis, therefore 
Q;F(c) = (v~)(G, 
YEr/,*&P’) ?“‘) = cI”cP’. 
In this case, we define Ci as [a] U [h]. 
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2. We now suppose that [a] and [b] share the same pair {~,a’} = {/I,/?}. With 
Ci = {LX, a’}, we get 
TcqF(c) = 7 if c E [a] U [b], 
otherwise. 
The proof of the correctness of the projection is done as before. We again define Ci 
as [a] U [b]. 
In the second situation, recall that C,! is equal to the pair {a, ~1’) associated with [a], 
curd [a] = n 22, such that {a, a’} C VIaI. 
1. We suppose that no other pair {/I, /I’} exists such that {a, GI’} n {/?, p} # 0. Then 
7@(c) = ‘I” 
if c E [a], 
otherwise. 
The clique Ci is here equal to [a]. 
2. Now we suppose that the pair {a, a’} intersects with another pair {a, /I’} 
associated with some class [b] # [a]. 
Then /3 E Vlb] and p’ E Vl,l is equal to CI or tl’. By Lemma 6.12, the pair {/3,/Y} is 
unique. Then 
xc if c E [a], 
7@(C) = an or cP if cE[b], 
1 otherwise. 
We then define Ci = [a] U [b]. 
The third situation is such that C,! equals { CI, /I}, where { CI, /3} corresponds to an edge 
[u]Di[b] of SkeZ(Ai,Di), with CI E VI,], BE Qbl. Let n = curd[a] and n’ = curd[b]. 
Then 
( 
a” if cE[u], 
x@(c) = p”’ if c E [b], 
1 otherwise. 
and Ci = [u] U [b]. 
In each of the three situations, the components Fi of F, i E { 1,. . . , n}, are defined as 
morphisms Fi : Cp --) C;* in a way that 
It remains to prove that (Ci)i=i,,,,$ is a clique-covering of (Ai ,Di ). The skeleton 
Skel(Ai, DI ) is covered by its 2-cliques. This leads to a clique-covering of (A 1, DI ): with 
any edge [aID [b] in Skel(A 1, D1) is associated a clique [a] U [b] in (Ci)i:i,...g (first 
and third situations above). 0 
Example 6.10 (continued). The set (Ci)i=i,..,,n is here {{ai, C(Z), {cri,/?}, {/I, y}}. Only 
situations 2 and 3 hold when computing the projections. Let d be any letter in A 1. 
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Then we get 
%,,d,(d) = xd @+z,] if dE[at], 
n,,,@(d) = a:, 0 or 1, 
7cp,F(d) = p, y or 1. 
Proposition 6.15. The morphism F is quasi-constructed by codes. 
Proof. By Proposition 6.14, the morphism F is clique-decomposable. So, we have to 
prove that Conditions 2 and 3 in Definition 4.6 are satisfied. 
Looking at the components Fi : CT -+ C;* of F, we see that in each case, the 
morphism E : (Ci/ker Fi)* + C,!* is injective. The corresponding code X, has one of 
the following forms: 
1. biprefix code Xl,] or X[+[b], 
2. biprefix code XI,) U {d’c&}, or suffix code Xl,, U {d”‘}, or prefix code Xl,] U {a”}, 
3. biprefix code {~(“,o?“}, 
where Xi,, (or X[,]“[b)) is a subset of the code XU,zl = c(” Lllcr’” \ {tl”c~‘“‘}. This proves 
that Condition 2 is satisfied. 
Condition 3 is also true. For instance, if we consider the first among the three 
situations (case l), we see that Xi is the code Xl,] U {cc’“‘} or XL,] U {c(“cd”‘}, and 
that FjP’(cP’) or F,~‘(cc”cc’“‘) is equal to the class [b]. If card[b]>,2, then there exists 
a bijection between [b] and the code X[b]. The same argument holds for the other 
situations. 0 
Proof (sufJicient condition of Theorem 6.8). Suppose that (Az,Dz) contains, as an 
induced subgraph, a rich splitting of Skel(A1,Dl). We define a map F : Ml -+ A42 
as in Definition 6.9. By Proposition 6.15, F is a trace morphism quasi-constructed by 
codes, and then is a strong coding by Proposition 4.8. Cl 
Dependence graphs (A,, 01) with card AI G4 have no triangle in their skeleton. So 
the existence of a strong coding is decidable for them. 
Corollary 6.16. Let M1,M2 be trace monoids such that card Al ~4. Then the exis- 
tence of a strong coding F : Ml + M2 is decidable. 
7. Decidability for quasi-simple graphs 
This section contains the second main result of decidability. We prove that the 
existence of a strong coding F : MI -+ M2 is decidable, if Ml belongs to some new 
family of graphs, namely the quasi-simple graphs (Theorem 7.6). 
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The quasi-simple graphs generalize in a natural way the transitive forests, or 
equivalently the simple graphs (see Section 2). They are defined by induction. 
As in Section 6, the decision algorithm again tests whether the graph (Az,D2) con- 
tains a certain splitting of (Ai, D1 ), called weak splitting. When a weak splitting is 
found, it is always possible to construct a particular strong coding, as described in 
Section 4. 
We begin this section with the definitions of quasi-simple graphs and of weak split- 
tings. 
Definition 7.1. A graph is quasi-simple if it can be obtained from graphs without 
triangle by the following rules: 
1. Gi and G2 are quasi-simple graphs, then the graph Gi + G2 is quasi-simple. 
2. If G is a quasi-simple graph, then the graph G. b is quasi-simple. 
Note that the simple graphs and the graphs without triangle are all quasi-simple. 
Examples 7.2 and 7.3 show that quasi-simple graphs and graphs having triangle-free 
skeleton are two distinct families of graphs, whose intersection contains all graphs 
without triangle. 
Example 7.2. The following graph G is quasi-simple, but it is not simple and its 
skeleton is not triangle-free. 
avb I I / ‘d C- 
Example 7.3. If we add a new edge CD, d to the graph (A,, D1 ) given in Example 4.7, 
then the new graph has a triangle-free skeleton, but it is not quasi-simple. 
The notion of weak splitting of a quasi-simple graph is defined by induction. 
Definition 7.4. Let G = (A,D) and G’ = (A’,D’) be two graphs. Suppose that G is 
quasi-simple. 
1. If G is triangle-free and G’ is a splitting of G, then G’ is a weak splitting of G. 
2. Suppose G = G1 + G2. If Gi and Gi are two graphs with disjoint sets of vertices, 
such that Gi is a weak splitting of Gt and Gi is a weak splitting of G2, then G’ = 
Gi + Gi is a weak splitting of G. 
3. Suppose that G = Gi. b and all the connected components of Gt have size 32. 
If G{ is a weak splitting of Gi, then Gi is also a weak splitting of G. 
4. Suppose that G = Gi. b and some connected components of GI, say HI,. . . , Hm, 
have size 1. Then Gi = HI +. . .+H,+G2. If G’ has an induced subgraph Gi = (A’, , D{ ) 
which is a weak splitting of Gi, i.e. Gi = H{ +. . . + HA + Gl with Gi a weak splitting 
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of Gl, and, for any i E { 1,. . . , m}, there exists at least an edge relating Z&’ to the 
subgraph of G’ induced by A’ \ A’,, then G’ is a weak splitting of G. 
We say that the weak splitting G’ is minimal if it contains no weak splitting of G 
as a proper induced subgraph. 
Example 7.2 (continued). The cycle-graph Cd is a weak splitting of the graph G. 
Example 4.7 (continued). The graph G’ = (AZ,&) is a weak splitting of the quasi- 
simple graph G = (Al,Dl ). Here G = Gt + b with Gi = Ht + Gz, where HI is the I- 
clique {c} and GZ is the 3-clique {ul,a2,aj}. The subgraph of G’ induced by {al, c(2,y) 
is a weak splitting of Gi and there is an edge joining p to H{ = {y}. Another weak 
splitting of G is obtained from G’ by erasing the edge CX~D$. 
For proving Theorem 7.6, we need two properties of strong codings, one for the 
operation + on graphs (Proposition 5.1), the other for the operation . (Lemma 7.5). 
Lemma 7.5. Let F : MI -+ M2 be a strong coding between two trace monoids Ml 
and M2. Let a f Al be such that there is a unique b E Al \ (a) with a&b. Then, 
there exist two distinct letters u~afph F(a), ~~alph~(b) such that ED& ~oreouer 
c( 12 alphF(c) and fl $alphF(c),for any CEA~ \ {a,b}. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, there exist two letters c1 E alphaF(a), fl ~alphF(b) such that 
a&/?. By hypothesis we have u1c for any CEA~ \ (a, b), we have also F(a)&F(c), as 
F is strong. Then a Zz alphF(c) and 8 cache. 17 
As for Lemma 5.2, remember that a = a,(b) and p = ~b,(~) depend on the edge 
aDlb. 
Theorem 7.6. Let M1 ,Mz be two trace monoids, such that (A1,&) is a quasi-simpie 
graph. There exists a strong coding F : Ml --+ M2 if and only if M2 has an induced 
subgraph which is a weak splitting of (Al, D1 ). 
Proof. Suppose that there exists a strong coding F : Ml --+ M2. We will prove that 
M2 has an induced subgraph G’ which is a weak splitting of G = (AI,@). The proof 
is by induction on the number of operations + and . used for consorting G. 
If G is triangle-free, then the conclusion holds by Proposition 6.3. 
If G = Gi + G2, the conclusion also holds by Proposition 5.1 and by induction 
hypothesis. 
The same is true if G = Gi s b and any connected component of Gi has size at 
least equal to two. Indeed, the restriction of F to M(Gl ) is still a strong coding. By 
induction hypothesis, (AZ,&) contains a weak splitting G’ of Gr, which is also a weak 
splitting of G. 
The last case is when G = Gi. b and Gi has connected components with size 1, 
namely HI,. . . , H,,,. Then we have Gi = Hi + ’ . . + H,,, + G2. The restriction of F to 
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M(Gi) is a strong coding. Then, by induction hypothesis and Proposition 5.1, (AZ, 02) 
has an induced subgraph Gi = (A”, D{ ) of the form H: + . . . + HA + Gi which is a 
weak splitting of Gi . Let Bi, for any i E { 1, . . . ,m}, be the alphabet that induces Hi’, 
By applying Lemma 7.5 to the graph G with respect to any Hi, we have BJDz(A2 \ A’,) 
for any iE(1,. . . , m}. It follows that G’ is a weak splitting of G. 
Conversely, let us suppose that an induced subgraph G’ of (AZ, 02) is a weak splitting 
of G = (Al,Dl). The weak splitting G’ is assumed to be minimal. We will show, by 
induction, how to define a morphism F : Ml -+ M2 which is constructed by codes and 
satisfies the following conditions: 
1. F is constructed by homogeneous codes, 
2. there exists k such that all codes have words with length k, 
3. each code is over an alphabet with cardinality Q2. 
If G is triangle-free, then G’ is a splitting of G, and F, as given in Proposition 6.3, 
is constructed by codes and satisfies Conditions l-3. 
Suppose that G = Gi + G2 and G’ = Gi + Gi, with Gi, Gi weak splittings of Gi , G2 
respectively. By induction hypothesis, there exist two morphisms constructed by codes 
F, : M(G1) -+ M(G;), F2 : M(G2) --t M(G:) 
which satisfy Conditions l-3. Let AI,, be the alphabet of M(G,) and At,2 the alphabet 
of M(G2). Let us denote by kl (resp. k2) the common length of the words in the 
codes used for F1 (resp. F2). We can suppose kl = k2 : if necessary replace FL(~) 
by F?(a) for any acAl, and F2(a) by F:‘(a) for any UEA~,~. Then, the morphism 
F : MI ----f M2, defined on Al = Al,, U A,,2 by 
F(a) = Fl(a) 
if CZEAI,~, 
Fda) if aEA1,2, 
is a morphism constructed by codes which satisfies Conditions l-3. 
Now, suppose that we have G = Gi. b. Let Gi be the weak splitting of Gi related to 
G’. By induction hypothesis, there exists a morphism F’ : M(Gl) -+ M(Gi) which is 
constructed by codes and for which Conditions l-3 are true. As in Definition 4.3, we 
denote by (Ci)i=i,..,,n the clique-covering of Gi , by (C~)i=i,,,,,n the set of n cliques of Gi, 
and by (F/&l,...,, the n components of F’. Each component F; defines a homogeneous 
code whose words have length k; each C; is either a l-clique or a 2-clique (see 
Conditions l-3). C: is a l-clique denoted by {ri} if Ci has size 1, and a 2-clique 
denoted by {ai, /Ii} if Ci has size at least 2. For any a EAI \ b, we respectively have 
V”(4 = %d4, na,,p,F’@) = Fh,@). (*I 
Starting with F’, we define a morphism F : Ml -+ M2 constructed by homogeneous 
codes whose words have length 2k. The clique-covering of (Al, D1) is obtained from 
(Ci)i=i,,,,,n by adding b to all the cliques Ci’s. 
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We begin with the first case: Gi has no l-clique, and so no clique C,! is a l-clique. 
We define 
F(a) = (F’(a))2 for any aEAl\ b, 
F(b) = n ctk. 
aE_(C:LLn 
This morphism F is clique-decomposable into the following components (F;),=I....,~ 
Fi(a) = (F:(a))2 for any aECi, 
Fi(b) = ~ri(@, 
with the clique-covering (Ci U {b} )i= .._ 1, ,n and the set of cliques (Cl)iz1,,,,, n. Indeed, if 
UEA, \ b, by (*), we have 
nc:F(a) = ~3r,~,(F’(a))2 = (Fi17cc,(a))2 = Finc,ulb>(a)E{~i,pi}‘” U (1) 
and 
Therefore F is constructed by homogeneous codes (with length of words 2k). 
We now solve the second case: Gi = HI + . . + H,,, + G2 where H,,...,H,,, are 
the l-cliques of G1 . We use the notations of Definition 7.4. Here, the subset of l- 
cliques of (Ci&, ,_._, n is equal to {Hi,. . . ,HA}, while the 2-cliques of (C:)i=, ,.,,, n are 
in Gi. Recall that for any l-clique C: = {yi} E {H{, . . . , HA}, there exists a letter 
6i E (A’ \ A:) such that yiD26i (by definition of weak splitting). The set of 6,‘s is 
denoted by B’. 
Here we define F by 
F(a) = (F’(u))~ for any aEAl \ b, 
F(b) = II 
zE(q)z=lJ 
xk ,$B dk. , 
Again, F is clique-decomposable into the components (Fi)izl,.,,,n such that 
Fi(a) = (F,‘(a))2 for any aECi 
F,(b) = c$/I: if C: = {c(i,pi) 
F,(b) = $6; if Cl = {rj} 
using the clique-covering (Ci U {b})i=l,...,n and the set of cliques {{ai, Pi}lcadC,/ = 
2) U { {yi, Gi}JcadCi = 1). Indeed, for any aEAl \ b, by (*), we have 
n,,,#(a) = nc;(F’(a))* = (Fi1zc,(a))2 = Fi7CC,u~b)(a)E{cri,Pi}2k U {l), 
~nn,$‘(a) = ~#“(a))* = nc,V’(a))2 = (F:nc,(a))2 
= finc,u{b)(a) E {Yi, 6i}2k U (1) 
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and 
“y,,s,F(b) = ny,,& n gk n ak = $$ = Fi%Z,U{b}(b)E {yip 8i}2k. 
a 6 
Again F is constructed by homogeneous codes (with length of words 2k). This con- 
cludes the proof. 0 
Example 4.7 (continued). A morphism F : MI -+ M2 constructed by codes is defined 
by induction: 
F:a, 4 + q, 
a2 + 4, 
This morphism is clique-decomposable into the components FI : {a1,u2,a3, b}* --+ 
{cll,tl2}* and FZ : {b,c}* -+ {p,y}* such that 
FI(UI) = cr:, Fl(a2) = a;, F1(a3) = (cw~>~, Fl(b) = a:& 
Fz(b) = y2p2, F2(c) = y4. 
The codes F~({cz~,u~,u~,~}) and FI({b,c}) are homogeneous (length k = 4). 
8. Further comments 
In August 1994, Diekert, Muscholl and Reinhardt [ 151 completely solved Problem 
2 for strong codings. They proved that the existence of a strong coding F : A41 -+ M2 
is NP-complete and hence decidable. The existence of a strong coding is equivalent 
to the existence of a particular graph morphism, called “covering”, between (At ,Di ) 
and (AZ, 9). This condition is rather abstract, but it is decidable. For graphs (A 1, DI ) 
whose skeleton is triangle-free or which are quasi-simple, this is equivalent to the more 
concrete conditions of rich splitting and weak splitting respectively. 
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